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ENTRANCE EXAMINATION, JUNE 2010
Ph.D (SOCIAL EXCLUSION AND INCLUSIVE POLICY)

Time: 2 Hours
Max. Marks: 75

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. THIS QUESTION PAPER CONTAINS 3 PAGES. PLEASE COUNT THEM. IT HAS TWO PARTS, VIZ., PART
   "A" FOR 15 MARKS AND PART "B" FOR 60 MARKS

2. THE ENTRANCE TEST PAPER SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN OUT OF THE EXAMINATATION HALL

3. PART "A" CONSISTS OF 15 MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS. EACH CORRECT ANSWER CARRIES
   "ONE" MARK. THERE IS NEGATIVE MARKING FOR EVERY WRONG ANSWER AT THE RATE OF 0.33
   MARK. THERE IS HOWEVER, NO NEGATIVE MARKING FOR THE QUESTIONS NOT ATTEMPTED.

4. PART "B" QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ANSWERED ON A SEPARATE ANSWER BOOK SUPPLIED IN THE
   EXAMINATION HALL. ADDITIONAL SHEETS MAY BE PROVIDED.

5. PART "A" AND PART "B" ANSWER SCRIPTS SHOULD BE TIED TOGETHER BEFORE HANDING THEM
   OVER TO THE CONCERNED INVIGILATOR.

QUESTIONS—ANSWER SHEET
PART—A (For a maximum of 25 marks)

Write the correct answer (A/B/C/D) in the bracket:

1. No citizen can be denied admission to any educational institution maintained or
   aided by the state on grounds only of religion, caste or language according to

   A) Article 29(1)                                    B) Article 25
   C) Article 29(2)                                    D) Articles 19 and 20

2. The Sacchar committee Report has derived its model from

   A) Race Relations Act, 1976 (UK)                   B) Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (USA)
   C) Equal Opportunity Commission                     D) None
3. Prof N.R. Madhava Menon headed which of the following Commission
   A) National Knowledge Commission
   B) Equal Opportunity Commission
   C) Yashpal Committee
   D) Backward Classes Commission

4. The concept of ‘New Ethnography’ is associated with
   A) Marvin Harris
   B) Floyd Loundsbury
   C) Murdock
   D) none

5. Suresh Tendulkar committee is concerned with—
   A) Income tax
   B) Agriculture
   C) Girl Child
   D) Poverty

6. In which of the following districts of Andhra Pradesh the trail of a vaccine led to the death of Tribal girls?
   A) Srikakulam
   B) Mahabubnagar
   C) Khamam
   D) Ananthapuram

7. The Right to Free and Compulsory Education Act Came into force on —
   A) 28th February, 2010
   B) 1st April 2010
   C) 1st March, 2010
   D) 1st January, 2010

8. Who is the Chairman of the committee established by the Supreme Court of India to monitor its orders in the issue of PIL on the right to food?
   A) RangaRajan
   B) Ranganathmisra
   C) D.P. Wadhwa
   D) Jayathighose

9. The Millennium Development Goals aims to end extreme poverty by the year
   A) 2015
   B) 2020
   C) 2025
   D) 2030

10. When was the last major famine in Pre-Independence India?
    A) 1932 in Bengal
    B) 1942 in Bengal
    C) 1943 in Bengal
    D) 1945 in Bengal
11. What is the sex ratio in Andhra Pradesh as per 2001 Census? ( )
   A) 978 B) 933
   C) 987 D) 997

12. What was the literacy rate at the time of India’s Independence? ( )
   A) 10 % B) 17 %
   C) 29 % D) 49 %

13. Who wrote the book “Bananas, Beaches and Bases”? ( )
   A) Gloria Steinem B) Mary Wollstonecraft
   C) Margaret Mead D) Cynthia Enloe

14. Who said - “Social exclusion is a rupturing of the social bond. It is a process of declining participation, access, and solidarity”? ( )
   A) Amartya Sen B) Arjan de Haan
   C) Hilary Silver D) Simon Maxwell

15. The recent origins of social exclusion as a concept is more closely associated with ( )
   A) Cultural Studies B) Poverty Studies
   C) Studies on Racism D) Caste Discrimination

PART – B (For a maximum of 60 marks)

Answer any THREE of the following questions. Each question carries 20 Marks

1. Critically examine market as a solution of economic deprivation.
2. What are the symbols and signs of communal harmony in market place and what would be your methodology to collect information.
3. What is food security? Make appropriate recommendations to attain food Security in India.
4. Define Domestic Violence and examine whether Domestic violence Act 2005 can sufficiently address Domestic Violence in India.
5. How do you relate the problem of Disability to the social domain? Discuss the conditions in which Disability figured as prominent issue on the policy agendas in India in recent times.
6. Discuss how representative are the political parties in India and account for the conditions leading to personality cult in the political parties.